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Leveling guide classic joana

This is my experience leveling up with Joana's Leveling Guide, which I highly recommend. This is done as a blood elf warlock from 1-60, i.e. WoW Classic, and an undead wizard of 60-70 on a PvP server. Sections 60-70 are performed before Blizzard adds an increase in leveling speed (30% less EXP required for levels 60-70). Keep in
mind this is with previous versions of Joana's Horde Guide, so it's not really a fair comparison with the current version. But it was good back then, and it's even better now. Since I flattened my mage from the first 60-70, I'll start with that. Do 60-70 with Joana's Horde Leveling Guide Here we go! Stand by Azeroth's side of the Dark Portal.
Pay attention to time/play: 46 days, 1 hour, 30 minutes. I started with an EXP that was fully rested (11/2 bar), but didn't use a break after that. I was even careful to go out in the wilderness to pile up as closely as possible to rest. By the way, I leveled the fire. Here we are, three levels higher after 11 hours and 40 minutes. The rested EXP
fully survives all the way to level 63, as Joana's guide is based on searching. Everything goes at the speed of light. Half the time I don't even know what I'm doing, just follow the steps and believe that the guide is correct, which has been so far. I've also missed all optional searches (groups) because I have a lot of XP resting and don't
need any extra experience from them. Now I'm doing this with a witch, as opposed to the hunter Joana played. But it also worked. Hunters are faster of course, but I'm having no trouble completing any searches. I've done three more levels now in 19 hours with Joana's Horde Leveling Guide. It's out for up to 6 hours and 20 minutes per
level. And this is without XP break. I feel stressed for speedrun. I don't think I'm cut out for it. I wanted to slow down and smell the roses, but for this review I did my best to complete all the instructions as quickly as possible. Here I am at level 70, 53 hours and 50 minutes after starting at level 60. Overall I was very impressed with Joana's
Horde Leveling Guide. The path he brings you is very slim, and you can solo almost anything. (There are some 2 and 3 people searches that he sur tell you to do, which he solo, but I have to skip them with my mage. A hunter can do them alone though.) Despite missing most group searches and optional searches, I was 70 with a few
searches left in the guide. So, even if you are not using rested XP, you should be able to search the whole way to 70 using this guide. I think this guide is very helpful for as evidenced by my 54-hour run. Doing 1-60 with Joana's Classic Horde Leveling Guide This is my experience raising the warlock from levels 1 to 60 with Joana's Horde
Leveling Guide. I don't want to feel stressed all the time so I don't rush every step of the way. I'm still trying to go fast and not waste time but, for example, if I have to take some time off from flattening out to a gank an that bothers me I will. (I played on the PvP server as usual.) This guide, along with the in-game Meta Map, has been a
tremendous help and the instructions in this guide are mostly enough to complete the search. It's only rare that I have to read search logs or search for things wowhead.com. But I've done a lot of searching before so I think I have an advantage there. It's also the first time I've leveled up with a new 2.3 patch with faster alert changes. Less
than 1 hour per level to level 30. From level 40 to 50 in 20 hours without exp rest. 3 days 20 hours to level 60 in patch 2.3 on PvP server with little exp rest. It was a very fast time, just maybe thanks to Joana's guide. Visit Joana's official website for guide 1. If your goal is to level up very quickly, then you have to stop worrying about the
profession, they will slow you down if there is one. The only profession I use is First Aid.2. Always make sure you have the latest food/drink, regenerating which/life is faster than eating/drinking IS ESSENTIAL to leveling up faster. So as soon as you reach 15/25/35/45/55/65, upgrade your food/water immediately.3. I strategically use a
heart stone through the whole game, if you have to be hurt and there is still a cooldown, then get out of the game, it will still make a cooldown tick. This will help you get better time/play at the end.4. Practice makes perfect, I can't stress this enough, the more times you go through the game to 60/70, the sooner you get it, it's as simple as
that.5. Plan ahead. When searching, always know what you'll do next.6. Use Auto-Run a lot, you can still type and do other things while running automatically.7. If your goal is to get a VERY good time/play to 70, then NEVER do BGs, NEVER go to AH (see below), NEVER go AFK, NEVER go to THE ARENA on STV.8. You should always
have an alt bank/AH on every server you have a main character. It's very important. I consistently use the mail system as a bank, Whenever I go out looking and find a bunch of greens or stuff to sell on AH, I don't go to AH with that character to put it into AH, instead I send everything to ALT via mailbox. Then with ALT, it hurts to put them
on AH. Also, I strategically use the mailbox as a storage system. For example, I have a bunch of Silk Fabrics in my inventory, which I will use later, but not now, instead of wasting space in my inventory, I will send them to my ALT, then from my ALT, I will return them back to me, so it sits in my mailbox, when I need it. Just use your actual
Bank for most soulbound items, use a mailbox to store everything else.9. Before I went looking, I made sure I had plenty of food/water/bullets or arrows/ and repaired, so I could last a few hours before returning to the city.10. Don't think just because your inventory is filled you have to go back to the city to empty it every time, I consistently
destroy things to make room quest items or more important items.11. Use the new built-in auto boot feature that has been implemented in patch 2.0! This can speed up the commemorater a lot, since you don't have to loot each corpse manually. To enable this, go to Interface Options, then check next to Auto Loot Corpse. I'm finally glad
they implemented this!12. Don't plunder every mob! If your goal is to level like crazy, then don't plunder the masses that will waste too much time. Although the higher the rate I get the more percent chance that I will plunder the masses. here's a rough estimate of whether I plunder the masses or not:lvl - % chance to plunder1-10 - 97% I
plunder more here because I don't have a pet yet, so the mass falls dead right where im every time.10-20 – 70%20-30 – 80%30-40 – 87%40-50 – 95%50-60 – 98%How do i determine whether i loot or not? Many factors come to play here, such as if my inventory is full or not, or how much time it takes to plunder the masses then move on,
or if it is a density of animals (which does not drop rags/money).13. Many people ask if such a waste of time. No, they are worth doing, but only if you have a good group to do it. I personally missed the instance during my own 70th race, because I didn't want to take the chance that I would have a bad group. But if you are just playing it
casually, then I recommend doing it.14. If your goal is to level up real fast then stick with one type of weapon throughout the game. I choose to stick with whole game staves, even if I find any epic, I stick with the staff, because it slows you down when you have to upgrade new weapons. Plus, I get staff search rewards along the way.
Although if you reject this tip, then if you want to upgrade new weapons faster, you can use your abilities (which are considered additional weapon punches), such as disengage/raptor strike/Mongoose Bite/Wing Clip for melee weapons, which will help improve your weapon faster.15. from my experience equipment overload, people think
teeth are too important for everything (even flattening faster). Well, from my experience it doesn't really matter, your character does most of the damage from his actual character level and his skills/abilities and damage to your pet (if you're a hunter), and from bullets/arrows/better scopes. I could use a low-level green bow/gun up to 70, or
an epic arc/pistol high level up to 70, and my betcha end time/play I would hardly have any difference at all. So don't panic if you're stuck lower level green for a while. In fact, on the Jubei'Thos server (the server I finished with the last 4 days 20 hours), I used a level 36 green bow to level 57, I then found a level 50 green gun at level 57
that I used for 60. Through all my speed runs, I never buy weapons/armor in AH to use, I save my money so I have enough to buy a mount (which I usually can afford at level 45), you will find enough weapons/armor from mass drops and quest rewards. The only thing I bought from from the hall is scope, better bags, better ammo/arrow
pockets, and maybe a better bow/gun, that's all. Also one other thing you should pay attention to in AH through this game are these two items: Frost Oil, and the mithril casing, both items are used for searches at levels 40 and 51 respectively. You should also keep the water breathing potion with you in the Stranglethorn Vale section of
levels 34-36 for #23. 16. I was asked a lot why I chose trolls over orcs for hunters. The racial bonus between orcs and trolls is quite a choice so it's down to looking for me. Although I believe the ability to beserking trolls can be a lifesaver, but 5% pet orc damage isn't really much of a lifesaver.17. Avoid grinding as much as possible, if you
want to reach 70 faster, easier, and with less boredom, then learn to do the search instead. I actually spent a lot of time flying/driving around turning around in search or moving to the next area (which is still faster than milling). And while doing all that flying, I took a break to eat (in the RL) or whatever. If it's your mill, you should be there
nonstop. Not to mention, the search improves your reputation a lot, compared to milling, which almost nothing. Questing is a way to play this game, not grinding.18. Turn off the camera automatically and use your mouse to adjust your vision manually. Also crank up your mouse's high sensitivity, so you can look around much faster. Fast.
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